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Through the latter half of the nineteenth century white Australians expressed, social
ideas through civic ceremony. Like the erection of monuments and memorials, the
staging of parades and ceremonies was part of the 'invention of tradition' - the
response of modern democratic states to the weakening of older forms of .social

bonds and ties'.t Events such as WC ll/entworth's funeral procession in lgZ3, the
dedication of Captain Cook's statue tn L879 and the departure of the military
contingent to the Sudanese War in 1885 were, to use Rhys Isaac's description of
ceremony, 'formal statements about the nature of the social universe,.'

In New South Wales in the 1880s civic ceremony took place against a complex
backdrop pressure for democratic parliamentary reform, a testing of the parameters
of individual liberty, the rise of republicanism and a mobilized and confident working
class, the movement towards a federation of the colonies, and the celebration and
questioning of the meaning of a century of European colonizattonin 1888.'Indeed
the Centenary prompted a series of debates and civic events in which colonial identity
and democracy was expressed and contested in words and action. Laudatory
accounts of introduction of British civilization to the 'wilderness' and of the ,great
structure' that was being 'reared' in the colony were countered by radical criticism.n
The Bølletiøts alternattve 'Centenniai Oration' decried 'rulers of New South Wales-
the administrative chain gang of history which hands down the hated traditions and
perpetuates the hideous memories of the past'.'A'labour demonstration, at the end
four day Centenary public holiday rvas celebrated by 'One of the Crowd, as ,the
advent of a new dispensation, in which all courtll. paraphernalia is doomed, for the
historic dustheap'. On 'every lineament' of the 'well dressed and orderly crowd,
could be 'read the story of civtlization's subrimest fslr] triumph'.u

The creation of Centennial Park-a landscaped park of more than 200 hecrares on
the south eastern fringe of the city-was the largest in a series of Centennial gestures
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that included the unveiling of a statue of Queen Vicroria, a food hand-out for the
poor) the laying of a foundation stone for a Pariiament FIouse that was never built
and another for a Trades Hall that *"r.t Th. construction of the park r.vas prompted
in part b1' suggestions from the Governor Lord Carrington for a carriage drive on the
site of the old Lachlan Swamp-an area of land that had been used variously as a
water supply and a dump.' The proposal that was debatecl in parliamenr was to have
accommodated a State l{ou grand museum and mausoleum which would
enshrine the historl. of the colony. But this, the favoured Centennial project of the
Premier Henry Parkes, was so widely ridiculed and expensive it was abandoned. The
improvement of 'wilderness' with the construction of a carriage drive, playrng fields
and la\vns, pathways and ornamental ponds on the other hand, was universally
applauded. The 'people's park'was r,velcomed as a panacea for the 'fetid alleyways, of
the growing metropolis, and as evidence that 'anxiety for the welfare of others lwas]
not yet an extinct virttLe'.n Above all as public space open to all it r,vas viewed as a
paradigm of democracl., historical deveropmenr and civilizarior.to

My interest here is in how that idea was carried forward in the park,s opening cere-
mony on 26lanuary 1888 - an evenr witnessed b), at least 40,000 people. Insights
into such mass gatherings have the potential to uncor.er popular sentiment that is not
alwa¡'s apparent in parliamentary debates or polemical journalism. For colonial
Australians were not always a demure audience. In 1887 rambunctious crowds had
disrupted Sydney Town Hall meetings convened to plan Queen Victoria,s Jubilee."

In response F{enry Parkes himself
had closed the theatres that hosted
Sunday political garherings. At the
l"yrtrg of the parliament house foun-
dation stone on 28 fanuarl, 1888 a

pompous P^remier was 'hooted' by
the crowd.t' Con r.rrely many other
gatherings, such as the labour
demonstration on 28 January 1888
were marked by a sense of
respectability and order.

',1'lx2t-i

The phenomenon of the orderþ
crowd however need not simply
imply the existence of an acquies-
cent culture of spectatorship.t' On
January 2ó 1888 people were both
enthusiastic and critical of aspects of
the display. More particularþ the

Figure 1 - A misleadingly sedate rendering of the tree_planting
ceremony with Henry parkes, Lord Carrington and othérs, as
featured in the Sydney Mail February ¿ IBTBB. Corrt"ry ñational
Library of Australia
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dynamic between crowd and spectacle in Centennial Park suggests hor,v ceremony
can run counter to rhetoric and how spontaneous popular action can, in turn) restore
validity to an ideal. In short despite the exclusivity of the offìcial proceeclings, rhe
crowd acted upon the ideal of the 'people's park' by inserting themselves into an
event that had been choreographed very much as a performance of dignitaries before
an appreciative audience.

There is little visual evidence of the ceremony. Both the Syd.ney News and the
Illøstrøted' Syd'ney ,l{ews carried engravings that may themselves have been copied
from photographs.-'They were somer,vhat static rendering sof the event that convey
nothing of the excitement and dynamism of such as large gathering. Flowever as this
was regarded as the most important of the Centenar)r events, the two major daily
papers-the Syd'øey Morø'i'ng IIerøld. and the Døi.ty Telegrøph-carried exhausrive
and much livelier accounts of the opening ceremony lvhich provide the basis for a
detailed reconstruction and close interpretation of the tableau format of the
proceedings. In addition to these descriptions and subsequent letters to the papers,
I have used the personal diary of James Jones who attended the evenr in his capacity
as Head Gardener of the Sydney Botanic Garclens, Overseer of Government
Domains and supervisor of the Centennial park work gangs.

THE DEDTCATTON OF CENTENNTAT PARK, lBBB

The dedication of Centennial Park was the climax of the Centennial celebrations. On
this occasion the Park was both the reasor for the public gathering and the space in
which a crowd and parade could assemble and interact. The norrhern slope of the
park formed an ideal natural amphitheatre. Though the dedication ceremony was not
scheduled to start till twelve noon) people began arriving hours before to ensure a
good vantage point from which to observe the proceedings. Despite the heat and
dust that characterised summer days in Sydney, most of the onlookers arrived on foot
or by tram. The Herald described chaotic scenes at the tram stops rvhere the carriages
were 'rushed by an eager and excited crowd, and were speedill. filled by women and
children and strong men, all pushing, tugging, and "scrimmaging" for seats,.ru Th.
crowd was mixed. Those who could afford it avoided the scrambles by using ,private
vehicles'' But once at the Park they too had to make their way by foot for the onll.
carriages permitted within the grounds were those of the official party.Amo¡g these
weaithier citizens, were those who held the official invitations, which permitted them
to enter the fenced triangular enclosure near the Oxford Street entrance where the
speeches and memorial plantings were to take place.
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The northern rise of the Park had become a viewing site for many of the people. The
crowd spread down and across to the front of the official platform which sat inside
the small 'perfectly barren' triangle where fifteen memorial trees were to be planted:

On the hills andflats of the erstzøhile Lachlan Swamps eætendingfar in

cJariations of contour, were motsinp, crowds of people, muster"ing around the

enclosure where the ded:ication was to take place as bees cluster in

swarmin{,.

In its unfinished state) the Park provided little more than a vacant space and a neutral
backdrop for the ceremonial activities. Spread out over this sandy and pardy rocky
expanse of ground people enjoyed the 'pleasure of congenial society', and waited
'until the spectacle of the day began'.to

Meanwhile nearly 2O0O regular soldiers and volunteers had been assembling in the
Domain. Fronted by marching bands this parade proceeded onto Macquarie Street
and up to William Street, and from there to the Park's entrance. The soldiers then
moved down to the flat ground in the centre to join 435 waiting cadets. After this
column had arrived the vice-regal procession left Government l{ouse in the Inner
Domain. The L[erøld. noted that the Governor was riding a 'perfect-iooking dark bay
hack' flanked by the commander of the Light l{orse and Cavalry and another officer,
a cavalry Captain. These officers rode ahead of a troop of Lancers. Some distance
behind this group came a line of four carriages led by a 'four horse baroche driven
by postillions'. In this, the grandest of the carriages, sat Lady Carrington, Lady
Carnarvon, the Governor of Victoria and the Governor of New Zealand. They were
flanked by a bodyguard escort of mounted troopers. Several thousand people had
gathered on the streets and along the balconies to witness these parades: 'lines of
people on the pavements manifested their pleasure in a variety of ways, cheering of a
lusty character) accompanied by the flourishing of hats, being very frequ eît' ."

The commencement of the 'spectacle' in the park was marked by the arrival of the
Governor General and Lady Carrington: 'At a quarter to 12 o'clock the approach of
the vice-regal party was announced by a salute of 17 guns and immediately after the
Governor and escort entered the park through the triumphal arch'. Lord Carrington
received a personal salute from the waiting troops. Both the Governor and Lady
Carrington then ascended the large raised dais to be joined by a considerable number
of inter-colonial, municipal and clerical dignitaries.

The official platform was flanked by two white marquees) and nearby was a large
flagpole hosting the Union ]ack. |ames lones, who had overseen work on the park,
noted that one of these tents had been erected for 'shelter and refreshments but only
the aristocracy and their friends and a few workmen were admitted'. All this was
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tigure 2 - A view of the opening ceremony from the Sydney Mail February 4 1888 showing clearly the way in which the new
park's topography created a natural amphitheatre. Courtesy National Library ofAustralia

located within the triangular piece of land sitting at the fork of the two drives near

the Oxford Street entry to the park. ]ones described a space 'enclosed by a batten

and three wire fence in which branches of Tea Tree the native scrub, were interwoven
as a protection from cold or scorching winds and from curious and meddlesome

people'.r8 The site of the official gathering was in this wa1. clearþ pronounced, both
to the immediate gathering and those up on the hillside. The bulk of the troops

provided a colourful and authoritative backdrop to the site as they lined up behind
this setting: on 'a fine open space, where a splendid view of the parade was

obtainable'.tn

The Governor stepped onto the stage to give the first of the two speeches of the day

as the clocks struck noon. He briefly dedicated the Park to 'the enjoyment of the

people of New South Wales for ever', acknowledged that there was still much to be

done before the park was finished, then called for three cheers for the Queen. These

were duly given by the crowd and a salute of twenty-one guns followed.'o Henry
Parkes was somewhat more loquacious. I{e articulated the site's offìcial meaning and

the dominant themes of the celebration. As a benchmark of scientific and political
enlightenment and as a democratic space set aside for the health and well-being of
the people, the Park symbolised and facilitated 'modern civilisation'. Parkes stressed

the responsibilities of 'the people' for whom the reserve was created, and re-

emphasised the symbolism of the Centenary and the Park as an important step
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rowards the fulfilment of a colonial destiny and identity as the Australian colonies

assumed active roles in expanding the British Empire:

It is ir'Le,Jitc¡bþ a peopte's park, and you must take as much' intet'est itt' it as if

you hød, planted, the trees (Cheers) . . . We cornn'Lence rLow ct century ta:hich

uitt tift us to the first rank cr,nxong nations (Cheers) . . . Nothing ccttt bar our

way (cheers) . . . I for one express beþre this freat com,pant) as I høzse

expressecl, on other occasions cr prcryer and a hope that ã, erel,t kne of kinship

wiII unite us to England for {,enerations to come (Clæers) . . . I trust we shall

{o hancl in hctnd witl"t our brothers all ozser tl"¿e world in rallyinf the lreatflag

of progress until there is no lcmd wl"tere Britishfreedom does not exist and our

flag does notfloat (Cheers)."

This was followed b)' another round of cheering and another salute from the battery

of four field guns. This speech lasted no more than a few minutes and within ten

minutes the entire oratorical component of the ceremony was over.

The official party then moved down from the dais to plant the memorial trees as

'thousands of eyes were riveted on this auspicious triangle'." \A4rite a band played a

selection of tunes including the 'Australasian l{ymn' and the 'Hallelujah Chorus',

Lady Carrington planted the first tree, a Cook Pine. She was followed by Lady

Carnarvon, Lord Carrington and the other members of the party. The two men who

had done most to shape the park, Government Botanist and Botanic Gardens

Director Charles Moore and )ames Jones were the iast of thesememorial gardeners.

Jones's participation was not, however) reported by the papers."

After the plantings, troops assembled behind the enclosure moved into formation for

the review and the band struck up again with a medley of tunes. The various units

marched past the official party to âppropriate accompaniment; the Permanent

fu-tillery to the Soldier's March from 'Faust', the Volunteer Artillery to the 'Gunner's

March', and the Naval Artillery Volunteers to 'A Life on the Ocean Wave'. Having

reviewed the troops, the Governor'rode off', followed by his escort of Lancers. IIis
departure 'amidst repeated cheers' signalled the end of the proceedings in the Park.

When Lady Carrington followed her husband in her carriage she 'came in for even

more enthusiastic cheering."n With the d.eparture of the vice-regal party, the crowd

began to disperse.

The IIerøld. commended the brevity of the oratorical part of the proceedings,

pointing out that the 'vast majority of the spectators who were stationed in the

heights at the rear could, of course, hear nothing of the words which were said, only

those immediately in front of the platform having any idea of what was going on'."
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While voice, with its limited capacity to transcend distance, may not have featured

heavily in this performance, tiere was still effective use of sound. Significant stages of
the performance-the arrival of the vice-regal party, the toasting of Queen Victoria, the

ending of Parkes's oratory-were highlighted and emphasised by canon salutes.

In this context) the authority of the word required the alternate format of the visual

for practical effect. And this was above all a visual experience-a 'spectacle' to use the

IIerøld,'s description. The majority of the spectators may not have heard very much,

but from their vantage points on the north-western rise they could see most things.

The choreographers of this ceremony clearþ understood this and utilised spectacle

and landscape accordingly.

The most effective method was to employ the military. With their dress uniforms,

horses and capacity for choreographed mass formation, the armed forces provided a

ready resource for visual disptay. The sight of so many soldiers on parade was an

exciting disrraction from everyday life. The IIerøld. palLnted a colourful picture of the

event for its readers:

the militctry ma;noeuqJre, wiewedfrom abotse, was decided'ly the most

picturesque portion of the ceremorly, the red and blue uniforms of the troops

contrøstinp, ad,mirably with the zøhite sønd.y soil ower wh,ich they past.tu

The use of the military was also highly symbolic. Parades such as these were intended

to impress as much as entertain. Most obviously the Centenary parades conveyed the

power and legitimacy of the authority of the monarchy and the colonial government.

In the specific context of the increasing sense of colonial isolation and defence

concerns expressed at the Colonial Conference in London the previous year, the

visibitity of this soldiery may have been intended to convey a sense of security and

State responsibility towards the populace. The IIerøld''s account included a pithy

reference to the march past as a practical illustration of 'the fa_ct that we possess an

army in our own midst, independent of any outside aid'.t' In his 'Tenterfield

Oration' the fotlowing year, Henry Parkes would present the need for a unified

colonial defence force as an imperative for the formation of a Federal government.

I{owever the newspaper reports suggested that the public was not uncritical in their

response to the soldiers. The march past elicited litde reaction from the crowd until

the colourful Scottish Rifles appeared. Reaction to the colonial volunteers was

apparently restrained. The Døi,ty Telegrøph's correspondent was certainly less than

impressed with the review, writing of the march past that brought the day's events to

a close, 'the best that could be said fof the majority of companies] was that they were

" a little straighter than a corkscrew, but not quite as straight as a rainbow "' Perhaps

heat exhausrion and the unfinished state of the Park, with its roadway'ankle deep in

loose earth', had contributed to the lack of precision."
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The impressiveness of the military displal, was further undermined lvhen members of
the defence corps began dropping from sun stroke as they waited for proceedings to
move on. \4lhile they may have looked formidable with their gleaming bayonets and
dress uniforms few of the soldiers had been equipped with water bottles. At least one
of the volunteer soldiers who had left home at 7.35 in the morning to take part in
the review expressed his displeasure in a letter to the IIerøld;'It appeared as if all the
dusty unwatered by-ways were chosen for our march, and after our arrival at the park
we had the pleasure of waiting in the heat and sun for nearly two hours-for what
pnrposeì'n

The response was less equivocal with regards the vice-regal party. The figures of Lord
and Lady carrington were a focal point of the parade and ceremon)¡ and their
presence seemed to have prompted widespread and unreserved enthusiasm. Their
wiilingness to make themseives visible to the people was yet another allusion to rhe
responsibility of existing authority and the crown. At the same time the excitement
that their presence elicited is some indication of the social distance that usually
prevailed between the representatives of monarchy and 'the people'. I{ardworking
and relativell. ¿.."tttble though the Governor and Lady Carrington may have been,
seeing and being near them was, for the majority of Australians, a rare event.

In his capacity as the Queen's represertative the Governor sat apart fi'om the other
vice-regal and political dignitaries resplendent in dress uniform, astride his horse and
flanked by officers. In this leading position, he was also the personification of the
Victorian ideal of chivalric manliness. His separation from the rest of the party served
to draw the focus of the crowd. Later, as the symbolic head of state, Carrington
would lead the formal proceedings and officially dedicate the park and formally
bestow it to 'the people'.

The presence, appearance and activities of the Governor and Lady Carrington also
represented the colony's political, cultural and ethnic links with Great Britain, the
'greai line of kinship'that tied the colony to Great Britain. These affiliations called
out to those who saw themselves as British to identify with the authority being
displayed. But equalll' persuasive was the power being demonstrated in the size of the
displag in the presence of the militar¡' and in the self assured authority of the
dignitaries.'Spectacles such as these compelled the audience to identifl, themselves
with that power) accept its authority and therebl' share its promised benefits and
certainties. Some did resist the compulsion. The Bølletiø's brief summation of the
proteedings described Carrington as 'a prize ox, being adorned with a ridiculous
amount of blue ribbon which must have been in the way when he was gardening'.'o
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Official references to 'the people' clearly implied a homogenous white citizenry. As

the Døi.ly Tetegr,øph noted in its comparison of New South Wales and American states:

We are perfectty homo!,enous, arzd hazse nothine b conxpare with that terrible

severl milhions oJ a røpidþ multþlyin! colored rcæe crt which ewery American'

pcrtriot mrust look u)ith disma'y when he tlt:inks of the future.t'

For those who could not identify with this representation and those who fell outside

its racial and cultural parameters, such 'homogeneity' could only be exclusionary.

There was no reference of any sort to Aborigines in the design of Center-nial Park or

in the pageantry thar accompanied its dedication.u' But they were apparently present

to witness the dedication ceremony. The tragedy of this was not lost on the

correspondent for the Melbourne Age. Stanley James commented on a group of
Aborigines he saw watching the overloaded trams conveying people to the Park:

King Budgeroo cmd his mates arefor!,otten in tlæse Centennial celebrations.

The Sunday school children eet a new sfuilting each, but the descendcitn'ts of

the ancient lords of the soil harse not even ctn eætrcL pluf of tobacco. I zøonder

zlshat these aborigi,nes watchinf tlrc tram are thinkins about.u'

Quite possibly they were contemplating the alienation of one of their last camping

grounds in the Sydney region. Aborigines frequented the area around Lachlan

Swamp while it was still part of the Sydney Common, that expanse of open

'wasteland' given over to grazing, the dumping of pollutants and the extraction of
water) sand, rock and timber. But with the creation of Centennial Park this multi-

functional other space became a regulated space claimed in the name of the people

- a manifestation of the civilised union of science and culture. With this act, and the

accompanying imposition of regulations forbidding anything other than 'respectable'

recreation, the Lachlan Swamp became an exclusioîary zoîe for Aborigin.r.'n Th.
dedication of Centennial Park, in this context, represented the celebration of
displacement with a further act of displacement.

While Lord Carrington and the military officers and politicians had presided over the

earlier processions of martial pomp and ceremony as figures of regal, masculine and

patriarchal authority, the task of leading the tree-planting ceremony was given to the

Lady Carrington who had unveiled the statue of Queen Victoria two days earlier. Lady

Carrington was no stranger to park dedication having opened a much-lauded scenic

road named in her honour in the Royal National Park in 188ó.'u In her act of manual

labour in Centennial Park-she used her spade 'like an experienced gardener'-La;d1r.

Carrington was clearly acting out a metaphoric role as a model ofVictorian femininity.'"

She was in the words of George Reid 'the embodiment of the ideal woman'. As a



celebrated personality Lady Carrington's presence at large gatherings, as Martha Sear

has noted, 'established a common ground' between monarchists and republicans.tt

Prior to the planting, Parkes had urged the crowd to 'take as much interest in it fthe
Park] as if you had planted the trees'. By enacting the ritualised plantings, the
symbolic gardeners were again presenting themselves as representatives of the people.
The IIerøld, seemed more concerned with reporting this performance than in
mentioning the actual participation of the real gardener lames Jones, who according
to his own diary planted the fìfteenth tree.

Indeed despite the democratic implication of dedicating a 'people's park', there had
been a clear distinction berween representatives of state and their constituency-the
performers and the audience-throughout the proceedings. With the exception of
volunteer soldiers, the citizenry had been not included in the choreography of the
parades. Their participâtion had been confined to the displays of crowd support from
the periphery; 'lusty cheering' and the 'waving of hats'. The Centennial ceremony
was very much a demonstration of the State-as that was represented by the crowrì.)

the government and the military-consciously positioning itself apart from the
people. This distinction involved the spatial separation of the spectacle from the
crowd. The militarl. parades and the official party were delineated by the roadways
that formed their march routes and elevated above their audience as they sat on
horses, in carriages, and on the official platform.

The whole ceremony was enacted within a hierarchy of spaces: the fenced off official
triangle, the tent and the official platform which the Iferøld. described as, 'a sort of
sø'llctltn/, sølcct01/ØØ0 set apart for the use of the favoured few'. The spectators, too)
had been divided. Those holding tickets were allowed in the official enclosure while
the majority sought vantage points on the slopes of the Park. Members of the crowd
r,vere obviousll' ¿y¡"t. of these differentiations and, desirous of the distinctions they
afforded, endeat'oured to position themselves within the exclusive space. But while
restricting access to the triangle b)'invitation might have been intended as a frlter for
the respectable and worthy, the IIerøld. noted that 'no very strict supervision over
the issue of the tickets appeared to have been exercised, for all sorts of people seemed
to possess them'.'u

For whatever reason the filter seemed not to have worked, at least to the satisfaction
of the IIerøLd. Up to one thousand people eventually occupied the triangle. Not
content with this privilege, or perhaps wishing to distinguish themselves further from
the undifferentiated crowd that had gathered in the enclosure, several ticket holders
attempted to claim a better place for themselves on the official platform itself. Having
obliquely questioned the credentials of some of those in the enclosure, the IIerøld.
nonetheless conceded that having been allowed in, these ticket holders 'naturally
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considered that they had also a right to share the dais with vice-royalty'.tn People

were soon being turned away and, according to the paper, 'many were the

heartburnings and dispute occasioned by this fact'.

The ceremonial triangle became a pivotal place in the choreography of the

proceedings for it was here that the tension between inclusion and exclusion erupted.

And if rhere was volatility before the planting ceremony began, once the dignitaries

actually moved into the crowd and people josded for better positions, chaos broke

our. Ilaving been denied access to the vice-regal party on the platform, the people

in the enclosure dispensed with formality and pushed closer to see the ceremonial

gardeners, competing with the numerous dignitaries who had also descended from

the platform. The pushing and shoving in the ceremonial enclosure approximated

closely those earlier scenes on the public trams ferrf i¡g crowds to the Park'

The Døi.þ Teteg,øph described this scene with some irreverence. There developed

'an amusing game' as the people rushed to see the plantings while the Inspector-

General of Police Edmund Fosbery and other officers tried to create room for the

dignitaries to place their trees:

Mr Fosbery's object,u)a,s to induce the crowd one wxry whilst his subordinates

drafsed a reluctalrt Gowernor to some tree in tlæ opposite direction. Mr

Charles Moore's part of thefun,@q,s to l<eep the necessãn) spade out of si{ht

until the last moment.

Moore's secretiveness was necessary for possession of the ceremonial spade was

indication of who was next in line for planting and a signal, therefore, for the crowd

to rush over. The Telegrøph's correspondent reported that the objective of several of
the 'young ladies' present was to 'be in at the "finish" and obstruct the planter . . .

as much as possible'.no The confusion was exacerbated by the dust stirred up in the

wake of the many long dresses.

Even the Syd.ney Morni.ng IIe¡,øld. conceded that the sight of white helmeted police

officers attempting unsuccessfully to muster the surging mass of people was 'amusing''

The scene it portrayed was as chaotic as that presented by the Telegrøph's reporter:

Thefawoured. ones once inside the triangular plot of ground ranfrom tree to

tree øfter the Goz:ernor i,n the wi,ldestfashion. The si]ht was ü Tery curious

one, not m,lil<,e an obstacle race, in, which the competitors were so niunterous

as to be obstacles themseloes. There zøere ladies in grex,t rutmbers crozøùing

Lad,y Carrin!,ton and Lady Cantaroon, members of both Houses of Parliament

and. clerpymen elbowins their way to hazte a look, at what was going on.n'
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The paper noted that the crowd had not used 'force', preferring instead to work
'their way in by persuasion'. Nonetheless by the time the first few trees had been
planted'the police were completell, conquered,. Weight of numbers and the desire
to be close to the official party had come to undermine the choreography of the
proceedings. The intention had been to clear a procession space for the dignitaries,
both as a way to facilitate the plantings and highlight the visibility of the ceremonial
gardeners. But the general chaos disrupted these plans and, as the 'intermediate
spaces' between tfre trees were filled with people, 'the procession had to assimilate
with the crowd'.n' This was, as I have suggested, a significant point in the sequence
of events. The performers and the crowd, 'the people', had become one.

It is tempting to interpret this behaviour as a manifestation of the carnivalesque, the
purposeful transgression of convention and upending of order that had characterised
some earlier public gatherings in Sydney. üIhile not totally inaccurare, this reading is
too simplistic. We cannot ignore the IIerøld.'s interpretation of the scene as the
manifestation of a mass desire for entry to exclusive space. People wanted to involve
themselves in the proceedings) to see more of, and be nearer to, and indeed to be
part of, the spectacle that was now moving around them. There was no overt
mocking of social superiors, no violence, no protest at the dominant themes of the
ceremonies, seemingly no intentional overturning of authority. On the contrary, the
vice-regal figures had been enthusiasticall¡. çþssred. Far from being subversive, the
confusion within the official enclosure might be deciphered as the paradoxical result
of a desire for respectability and an acceptance of the display of power represented by
the dignitaries. The desire to access the triangle, the dais and the spaces around the
plantings was motivated by an acknowledgement and acceprance of the spatial
hierarchy established b)' the co-ordinators of the proceedings. Entry into a defìned
exclusive space denoted exclusivity on the part of the entrant.

But if tlre IIerøld,'s comment on the laxity of the ticketing enforcement is to be taken
seriously, 'all sorts' of people stood within the enclosure and it would seem that men
and women of all classes took part in the pushing and shoving to gain a better
position. Their presence says much about the paradoxical nature of colonial class
consciousness. Far from eradicating what John Hirst refers to as .marks of
distinction', the greater social mobility in the colonies prompted more people to
aspire to the attainment of these signs of social stratification. This ,double aspect'of
colonial democracy was no better illustrated than in the person and career of Henry
Parkes himself, the onetime immigrant and radical democrat who came to relish his
distinction as the first Austratian politician to be awarded the prestigious I(nighthood,
of the Order of St Geo rgr.n' Spatial proximity to rhe vice-regal dignitaries in the
official enclosure and on the dais \ /as one of these marks of distinction and many in
the crowd seemed intent on securing that mark.
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I{owever boisterous the crowd in the triangle may have been, and despite its own

description of pomp teetering on ma)'hem, the lIerøld. was able to conclude that:

'fdespite] the great number of persons present no disturbances of any kind occurred,

and it seems almost a tmism to say that the crowd was most orderly this being so

thoroughly â characteristic of any l¿¡r. Australian gathering'.nn Eqoally unperturbed

were the subsequent Syd,ney Møil and the Illøst¡røted. Syd.ney News whose accounts

of the ceremonies made no reference to the 'wild' scerìes at the planting.*' In this

formuiation, the pursuit of respectability, however assertive, was by definition

'orderly'.

Ilowever, the central presence of the 'young ladies'-a term used in the accounts

without apparent irony-problematises the dynamics in the enclosure even more. It
has been argued that one of the social roles of women in Australian colonial society

was to represent and arbitrate definitions of class and respectability. Beverþ I(ngston
has maintained that Australian women were given 'some of the essential

responsibility for differentiating status and maintaining social distances.'nu Possibly a

desire by the ladies to be near the vice-regal women) to derive status from spatial

proximity, was at the heart of the confusion in the official enclosure. This is

supported by the IIerøld,'s reference to the 'heartburnings and dispute' that resulted

from the restricted access to the dais. There may well, also, have been a curiosity that

comes from witnessing the otherwise rarefied appearance and manner of one's social

role models, the exemplars of Victorian ladyhood. But the ostentatious and

obstructive behaviour which followed this in no way accorded with the prescrþtion

of a respectable lady's conduct in public.nt D".o.orn was demanded on the part of
both gentlemen and ladies. Clearþ these strictures were not guiding the actions of
the crowd in Centennial Park.

In this conrext the Telegrøph's description does indicate the overturning of
convention as otherwise respectable and respectfü people gleefully engaged, if not

in disrespectful, then in decidedly unrespectable behaviour. Mtrhile this may not have

represented an undermining of established authority, an act of transgression had

occurred in the triangle. Vltrhether the chaos in the enclosure resulted from the

desperate attempts to access exclusive space as the l{erøld' suggested, or from an

atmosphere of irreverent fun and excitement prevailing in the surging crowd as the

Telegrøph'saccount implied, there had been a union effected between the people and

the dignitaries. After the official party descended their platform to plant the

memorial trees they became part of the chaos and unchoreographed movement of
the crowd; they were forcedto'øssirn'i,løtewítlt the crowd' lmy italics]. In their

enthusiasm to see the ritual plantings and to include themselves in the events, the

spectators transgressed the tableau format of the proceedings.
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In this sense the crowd was acting on the rhetorical definition of the park as a

democratic space. Those men and women who had attempted to ascend the official

platform, who alongside their political and religious superiors had elbowed and

pushed their way around the ceremonial planters) were acting on a 'natural' belief in
their right of inclusion. They were collapsing the distinction between rulers and ruled

that had been imposed throughout the proceedings. In the process this large group

seemed to be generating its own excitement, good humoured or otherwise, forcing
a place for itself in the proceedings within the context of the spatial layout of the

ceremonial proceedings. At that point in the proceedings, in that definably exclusive

space within the official enclosure with its platform and fences and tents, Centennial

Park became a 'people's park'.
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